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Motor Vehicle Pursuit/Crash in Cass County, ND

NARRATIVE:

On November 1st at approximately 12:42pm near mile marker 338 on Interstate 94, a trooper of the NDHP had conducted a traffic stop on a Dodge Journey. During the stop, the male driver fled from the scene westbound. The trooper pursued after the vehicle. The driver then exited at the Casselton exit before turning back eastbound on I94. After approximately 10 miles the vehicle exited at 38th St. W in West Fargo and proceeded southbound for approximately 5 miles until he left the roadway and overturned at the intersection of 40th Ave W. The driver was not injured in the crash and was arrested without incident. Charges are pending on the driver and the incident is still under investigation.

The North Dakota Highway Patrol was assisted by the Cass County Sheriffs Department.
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